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From Marshall McLuhan: 

 “We look at the present through a rear 
view mirror. We march backwards into 
the future.” 

 – The Medium is the Massage 

 “There are only two types of people who 
see the world clearly for what it is; 
artists and children.” 

    - Understanding Media 



Characteristics of Post-Millennial 
Cultural Forms 
  Surveillance as natural 

  Collective notions of trauma and loss 

  Realities of terror and terrorism as a way of life 

  Physical Dismemberment 

  Disruptions of the global world order in late capitalism 

  Images of “the enemy”: as illusory 

  Militaristic patriotism 

  Uncertainty in life 

  Retaliation as justified 

  An idea that our heroes are gone 



Paul Virilio 

  Ground Zero (2002) 

  The Information Bomb (2000) 

  Desert Screen: War at the Speed of Light (2002) 

  Speed and Politics: An Essay on Dromology (1977; 1986) 

  The Futurism of the Instant: Stop-Eject (2010) 



Examples:  
Post-Millennial Literature 

China Mieville, The City and the City 

Victor Gischler, Go-Go Girls of the 
Apocalypse  

George Saunders, CivilWarLand in Bad 
Decline  



George Saunders:  (2007) 
 “The Braindead Megaphone”  

 “Is human nature such that, under 
certain conditions, stupidity can 
come to dominate, infecting the 
brighter quadrants, dragging 
everybody down with it?” 



“The New Mecca” 

 “You might also not know, as I did not 
know, what Dubai is all about or why 
someone would want to send you 
there.  You might wonder: Is it 
dangerous? Will I be beheaded?  Will I 
need a translator?  Will my translator 
be beheaded?  Just before we’re 
beheaded, will my translator try to 
get out of it by blaming everything 
on me?” 



Spiderman’s New York   





David Hare’s “Stuff Happens” 



Martin McDonagh’s  
“A Behanding in Spokane” 



Anne Nelson’s “The Guys” 



Homeland  (Showtime) 10/2/2011 



Resistance and ‘The Future’ 
Should We Be Optimists, 
Pessimists, Humanists, 
Nihilists,….? 

Post Millennial Culture has a 
different answer. “Will there be a 
future?” 


